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ABSTRACT This paper reconsiders IGui relationship terminology by means of a lexical
semantic and ethnosemantic approach based on data the author gathered through field
research and illustrate how IGui people classify their contemporaries. Upon review of the
literature, new terms are introduced and classified into reference terms and address terms.
Next, reference terms are grouped into a sextet of category terms and the range of mean-
ings in each category is clarified. The IGui terms are distinctive with respect to generation
and restrictions on sexual behavior, and the model of IGui's classification of people
is given.
Key Words: Khoisan; Khue; IGui; Relationship Terminology; Extra-Marital Sexual Relationship
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, anthropological studies have been conducted on
IGui [glui] and IIGana [gllana] people from social and ecological points of view.
Anthropologists, such as Silberbauer (1981), Tanaka (1978b, 1980, 1989) and
Barnard (1980, 1989, 1992) have also investigated their kinship system.
The studies have provided us a general picture of the IGui kinship system, but
the linguistic/semantic analysis of kinship terminology has not been accom-
plished. Lexical items of previous studies were probably gathered according to a
questionnaires prepared beforehand to collect "kinship terms." Terms which
designate consanguineous kin may seem easy to collect according to such a
"questionnaire," but through field research I found a number of inconsistency in
the data provided by Silberbauer, Tanaka and Barnard. Some of such inconsis-
tency may be due to the lack of a reliable method of phonetic transcription in previ-
ous studies. But others were so crucial that they require serious reconsideration
of the whole kinship system of IGui.
When we get a set of lexical items sharing a semantic field, we must define
each of them to understand how they are differentiated from each other: Need-
less to say, a word in a language may not exactly correspond to a word in our
language. The range of meanings covered may not always be the same with that
of our word. Kinship terms are no exception. If a researcher should gather terms
by asking "How do you call such-and-such people" according to the genealogical
knowledge of himself, it would be quite natural that his attempt to clarify
the "kinship terminological system of a people" would result in gathering the
words for translating his own kinship terms. The important thing is not to seek
equivalents to our terms but to define their terms. In order to understand their
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terminology system from their own way of thinking, that is, in order to under-
stand IGui logic for classifying people, we must avoid easily translating IGui
terms into our own. For this reason, it is not only valid but necessary to define
the contrastive features and positional values of respective terms as they consti-
tute a distinct semantic field. Although this procedure is similar to the method
of cognitive anthropology or lexicography in ethnoscience, it has never been
attempted for IGui kinship terminology.
Furthermore, although it has been said that IGui people often marry (and
divorce) more than once and that extra-marital sexual relations are common
among them (Tanaka 1989, Sugawara 1993), how multiple sexual liaisons affects
people's categorization has never been taken into account. Morphological
difference among "kin terms" provided has never been considered, either.
As an anthropologist-structuralist, Barnard (1992) extensively compared the
systems of kinship terminology among various Khoisan foragers and herders. He
took into little consideration the inexhaustive nature latent in previous data and
his procedure of determining a kin terminology system was based on the meth-
odology of identifying "equivalents" to English kin terms (Barnard 1979), so the
structure which he abstracted from the data does not withstand re-examination
of the linguistic/semantic aspects of terminology in any Khoisan group.
The following data were collected through intensive interviews with several IGui
informants during two periods in 1993 and 1994 (total of about 4 months). English
kinship terms are used in brackets as metalanguage to explain IGui kinship (rela-
tionship) terms. Orthography follows Nakagawa (1996). Tone symbols are omitted.
LITERATURE REVIEW OF IGUI KINSHIP TERMS
In this section I examine the recent lexical data of IGui kinship terms from
Silberbauer (1981), Barnard (1992) and Tanaka (1980) (Table 1).
To disregard orthographical difference that seems to have been caused by
phonetic transcription, I shall focus on the difference that affect the interpreta-
tion of the kinship system as a whole: (1) the term for PPP and CCC
(Silberbauer), (2) the terms for FB/MZ, Be, and (3) the terms for FZC/MBC.l
(1) the term for PPP and CCC
Silberbauer listed 'ba::' as the term which designates both <great-grandparent>
and <great-grandchild>. Instead, my observation ascertained that the
<generation senior to grandparents> is also designated by the same term as
<grandparents>, and the same is true for the <generation junior to grandchildren>.
(2) the terms for FB/MZ
So far it has been reported that ego's <parents' same-sex siblings> are treated
as ego's <parents>. More specifically, Tanaka (1980) interpreted "balu" as
<parent in-law> and Silberbauer (1981) interpreted "ba:lgwa" as <little father/
little mother>. What is common for these interpretations is that FB/MZ form a
classificatory category with P and are distinguished from FZ/MB. But I found
that IGui people sort <parents' same-sex siblings> into two different categories,
by whether they are regarded as <elder or younger siblings> for ego's <parents>.
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Namely, <parents' same-sex younger siblings> are categorized as '1Ik06Ikoa'; but
<parents' same-sex elder siblings> are categorized as 'ciallku', which also desig-
nates <grandparents>, <parents' opposite-sex siblings> and <great-grandpar-
ents>, as was mentioned above (see Fig. 1 and 2).
When we see these relationships from the <parents> point of view, ego's
<same-sex siblings' children> are also subdivided. That is, ego's <same-sex elder
siblings' children> are categorized as 'Ikoa', which also means <ego's own child>,
while ego's <same-sex younger siblings' children> are categorized as 'ilnoori',
also meaning <grandchildren>.
In this way, FB/MZ are classified according to the age difference between them
and ego's <parents>, and BC (and ZC for female ego) are also classified according
to the age difference between ego and ego's <siblings>. On this point, IGui kinship
terminology system is similar to eastern =FHoa'S (Gruber, 1973), in spite of the
previous argument to the effect that eastern =FHoa'S kinship terminology repre-
sents "a structure not quite like any other Khoisan one" (Barnard 1992: 277).
As will be mentioned in the following section, the parallel device of dividing
<parents' same-sex siblings> according to age difference is also noticeable in
restrictions of <marriage> in the IGui system.
(3) the terms for FZC/MBC
Although <cross cousins> have been considered to form one category with
<grandchildren> and <cross nephews and nieces> (see Table 1), my observation
was quite different. IGui terminology distinguishes <junior grand relatives> from
<cross cousins>, and the term which designates <cross cousins> is '=Fgoa?o'.
Tanaka once listed "!dwao" as <cross cousin> and "!nodi" as <grandchild>
and <niece and nephew> (Tanaka, 1978a), but he soon changed his interpreta-
tion of the word "!dwao" into "close acquaintances" (Tanaka, 1980). This confu-
sion may have occurred because of the seemingly wider range of meaning
covered by '=Fgoa?o'. In other words, interpretation varies according to where
within this range the researcher seek the focal meaning. Signification of '=Fgoa?o'
is discussed later.
ADDRESS TERMS AND REFERENCE TERMS
I will briefly examine the distinction in usage between address terms and refer-
ence terms. Then, I shall focus on the reference terms, since it is presumed to
form the basis of kinship terminology system.
Morphologically speaking, a nUlnber of IQui nouns also serves as verbs, and all
regular IGui verbs have allomorphs which appear in verbal compounds
(Nakagawa, 1993). We can easily examine whether a word is used as a verb or
not: In Table 1, terms of type 1 are used as verbs or nouns and terms of type 2
are used only as nouns. In addition, there is a lexical difference between types 1
and 2: terms of type 1 have gender distinction at the level of lexicon, while terms
of type 2 do not.
Since they are grammatically and lexically different, it is reasonable to hypo-
theses that type 1 and type 2 may also have semantic difference. This hypothesis
Table 1. IGui Kinship Terms For Male Ego
Silberbauer (1981) Barnard (1992) Tanaka (1980) Ono
Type 1 Type 2
PPF ba: ciallku paaba ciasao
PPM ba: ciallku maa ciasiri
PF baba baba baba ciallku paaba ciasao
PM mama mama rna ciallku maa ciasiri
F ba: ba ba Ilkoo baa sao
M gie: rna gjei Ilkoo gyie siri
FB ba:glwa ba balu { ciallku paaba ciasao (F's elder B)
Ilkoolkoa baalkoa/baa saolkoa (F's younger B)
MZ gie:glwa rna gjelu { ciallku maa ciasiri (M's elder Z)
IIkoolkoa gyielkoa/gyie sirilkoa (M's younger Z)
MB baba baba baba ciallku paaba ciasao
FZ rna: mama rna ciallku maa ciasiri
B, Z (elder) gijaxu gijaxu kiyaxo uO~ciaxo
(younger) gjibaxu gjibaxu dabaxo gyibaxo
C glwa lua Iwa Ikoa
CC nllodi nlloodi n!odi Iinoori
CCC ba: Iinoori
ZC nlloodi nlloodi n!odi Iinoori
BC glwa lua Iwa { Ikoa (elder brother's child)
Iinoori (younger brother's child)
FZC, MBC nllodi nlloodi n!odi fgoa?O
FBC, MZC gijaxu gijaxu kiyaxo uO~ciaxo
gjibaxu gjibaxu dabaxo gyibaxo
P=parent F=father M=mother B=brother Z=sister C=child













eiaxo eiaxo eire gyibaxo gyibaxo
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Ikoa Iinoori Ikoa Iinoori IInoori
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Iinoori Iinoori Iinoori Iinoori Iinoori
Figure 1. IGui Kinship Terms 1
eiallku eiallku




Ikoa Iinoori Ikoa Ikoa Ikoa Iinoori Iinoori
Figure 2. IGui Kinship Terms 2
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was supported by my observation of their usage, which is summarized in Table 2.
The terms 'sao' (for male) and 'siri' (for female) can be paradigmatically
replaced with '1Ik06', since '-llku' is an allomorph of ~llk06' used in a compound
as a second element (Nakagawa, 1993; Ono, 1995). This special variation is used
only to refer to hearer's <kins>.
In usage, terms of type 2 are used more often than terms of type 1 to call and
address people. For referring to people, terms of type 1 have more variations
(two as verbs and one as nouns) than terms of type 2 Gust one as nouns).
This analysis enables us to conclude that types 1 are address terms and type 2
are reference terms. Hereafter I shall only deal with reference terms.
Among these nine IGui reference terms, 'uo', ~ciaxo' and 'gyibaxo' form
hyponymy, in that 'ciaxo' and 'gyibaxo' are a pair of hyponyms of 'uo'; and both
'1Ik06' and '1Ik06Ikoa' are in relational oppositions to 'Iko~i'. They form only 4
types of dyadic relationships as follows:
two different generational relationships:
'ciallku'-to-'Ilnoori' relationship; '11k06 (Ikoa)'-to-'Ikoa' relationship
two same generational relationships:
':fgoa?o'-to- ':fgoa?o' relationship; 'uo'-to- 'uo' relationship
Considering this, we can organize these nine terms into a sextet categories
(Table 3).





to call speaker's~ ±
to refer to speaker's~ +
to refer to third person's~ +
to refer to hearer's~
+: possible -: impossible
±: partly possible: possible for ciallku
but impossible for Ilkoo and Ilkoolkoa
> means that left side has more variations than right side
Table 3. IGui Reference Terms and Kin Categories
IGui reference terms generation IGui kin category generation
ciallku senior ciallku senior
IIko61koa senior Ilkoo (Ikoa) senior
IIk06 senior
=t=goa?o same =t=goa?o same
uo same uo same
ciaxo same
gyibaxo same
Iinoori junior Iinoori junior
Ikoa junior Ikoa junior
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In the next section I shall first describe the semantic domain of these terms,
taking into account the rules that operate to determine the position of ·uo~.
Subsequently I shall introduce the distinctive semantic features which differenti-
ate the above categories from each other.
DEFINING EACH <KIN> CATEGORY
Hereafter I use IGui nominative case markers when the distinction of sex is
needed: '-si' as a female marker, '-bi' as a male marker, and '-khora' as a marker
of a male-female pair. All <kin> categories are defined from the point of view of
male ego.
'likoo'
I will start this section by defining '1Iko6' ethnosemantically. IGui people often
experience <marriage> more than once (Tanaka, 1989). In our societies, multiple
<marriages> of <parents> result in a number of <step parents>, but how about
in IGui society?
'1Iko6-si' <Mother>
However many women ego's <father> may < marry>, there is only one <social
mother ("mater"», that is ego's <genetrix>. All the other <wives> of the
<father> are 'Ilkoolkoa' to ego.
For example, if a woman died soon after she gave birth to a baby, and if the
<widower> should <marry> another woman, that dead woman remains a
'1Ik06-si' for the baby~ and the new <wife> of the <father> is a '1Ik06Ikoa-si' to
the <child>.
IGui people precisely distinguish the one and only '1Ik06-si' from a number of
'/lk06Ikoa'. When a IGui calls more than one woman 'gyie,' the address term for
<mother>, the question "Is she your 'gyie' or 'gyielkoa'?" makes sense and he
can answer clearly and immediately. In other words, the address term 'gyie' is
used for both ego's '/lk06-si' and 'lIk06Ikoa-si'.
'/lk06-bi' <Father>
In determining <father>, as in the case of <mother>, a IGui has only one
'Ilkoo-bi'. However, the procedure to determine ego's '/lk06-bi' is not as simple.
'ilkoo-bi' is determined from <mother>'s sexual relations.
It has been reported that there are two types of sexual relationships in IGui:
'seeku' and 'zaaku' (Tanaka, 1978b, 1980, 1989~ Sugawara, 1991, 1993). As this
paper is restricted to describing IGui labeling system, analyzing what differenti-
ates 'seeku' from 'zaaku' is beyond the scope. Here I use as metalanguage for
convenience <marriage> and <extra-marital sexual relationship> to designate
'seeku' and 'zaaku'.
There is a clear and practical restriction for women from making sexual
liaisons with men. Women can have only one <husband> and/or only one 'zaa' at
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once (For men, <polygyny> is allowed). This restriction for women functions
well to keep only one <pater> for any baby beyond argument: when a woman
becomes pregnant, the <husband> is autolnatically regarded as the <pater> for
the unborn baby whether she has a 'zaa' or not.2 When the woman does not
have a <husband>, her 'zaa' is regarded as the <pater> for the baby. All other
sexual partners of <mother>, both in the past and in the future, are recognized
as '1Ik06Ikoa-bi' for the baby.
If an <unwed> woman, after pregnancy, separated from her 'zaa' to have a
new 'zaa' before the baby's birth, the former 'zaa' remains 'lIk06-bi', and the
latter 'zaa' is "1Ik06Ikoa-bi'.
As in the case of 'lIk06Ikoa-si', 'lIk06/koa-bi' can be addressed by both 'baa'
and 'baalkoa', but 'lIk06-bi' is addressed only by using 'baa'.
Tanaka (1980) interpreted '-Ikoa' as "in-law," partly because he confused it
with 'Ilui', which is closest in meaning to <affine>, but I disagree. <Spouse's
parent> is not 'lIk06Ikoa' but 'ciallku'.3
'00'
As shown in Table 1, <siblings> and <parallel cousins> are categorized "uo'.
The pair of hyponyms, 'ciaxo' and 'gyibaxo', involves the contrastive semantic
features <elder> and <younger>. 'uo' does not distinguish <elder/younger>.4
Furthermore, <half-siblings> and <step-siblings> caused by multiple sexual
relations of <parents> are also classified as 'uo' for ego.
,ciaxo 'I'gyibaxo'
In this section I will describe the rules and factors in determining the 'ciaxo'/
'gyibaxo' position among 'uo' people.
The 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position among 'uo' of a sanle <nl0ther> is determined
by the order of birth. The <child> who is born earlier is a 'ciaxo'. This goes for
<twins> as well. In the case of <parallel cousins>, the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position is
decided according to the relative ages of ego's and alter's <parents> (Tanaka,
1980), and absolute age differences of individuals do not matter. That is, ego's
<father's elder brother's children> are all labeled as 'ciaxo' for ego, and <father's
younger brother's children> are all 'gyibaxo'. For both of these cases I use the
conception of <senior/junior> corresponding to 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo'. If the <elder
sister> <marries> a <younger brother> and the <younger sister> <marries> the
<elder brother>, the <patrilateral> line takes priority in determining the position
of <children>.
Among <half-siblings> of a same <father> and <step-siblings>, the order of the
<parents'> partnership operates in deciding the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position of
<children>. For example, all of the <first wife's children> are <senior siblings>
to all of the <second wife's children>. When a sexual relationship is held among
people who have no 'uo' relationship (Figure 3), the position of <children> is
defined as follows:
First, <children> are classified by their <mother>, namely, "<children> of A"
and "<children> of C." The order that the men <married> each woman operates
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A B c D
Figure 3. Pattern of Partnership: Marriages and Divorce
in determining the relative <senior/junior> position of <children>. In this case, if
B first <married> C and then <married> A, then all of the <children> of Care
regarded 'ciaxo' to all of the <children> of A.
Sexual partnership may cease, but the "ciaxo '/'gyibaxo' relationship of
<children> that originated in the broken relations of the <parents> lasts forever.
In Figure 3, the <child> of C whose <pater> is C's new <husband>, D, is also
regarded as 'ciaxo' for the <children> of A.
In relation to this rule, there are two restrictions which seem to help avoid
conflict in determining the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position among 'uo' who are <half-
siblings> or <step-siblings>.
First, although <polygyny> is allowed among IGui, when a man <marries>
women who are 'uo', he must first <marry> 'ciaxo-si', the <senior sisiter>, before
'gyibaxo-si', the <junior sister>, but not in reverse order.5 He may <marry> both
at once. For the <junior sister>, her <senior sister>'s <husband> could become
her own <husband> in the future, but for the <senior sister>, her <junior
sister>'s <husband> never becomes her own <husband>. Here we must remem-
ber that IGui distinguish ego's <parent's same-sex senior siblings> and <parent's
same-sex junior siblings>. The former is categorized as 'ciallku', and the latter
"1Iko6Ikoa'.
Second, there is another parallel restriction in practicing <levirate and
sororate>: <levirate and sororate> are allowed (but not a must) for only the
'gyibaxo' of the deceased, and only when the deceased had no <children>, the
<senior siblings>, 'ciaxo', of the deceased can practice <levirate/sororate>.
The rules applied to deciding 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position among <children> are
summarized as follows: When <mother> is shared, the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position
is decided by the order of birth of the individuals. Otherwise, the position is
decided by the relative ages of the ego's <parent> and the alter's when they are
'uo', or by the order that the <parents married>.
Relationship between <Children> Whose <Parents> Have ":fgoa?o' Relationship
Silberbauer (1981) has pointed out that <cross cousin> 's <children> are also
regarded <children> for ego, but he did not give any further information or any
explanation for it. It follows that <ego's parent's cross cousin> should be
regarded '1Iko6Ikoa', and <ego's parent's cross cousin's children> should be
regarded as 'uo' for ego, and it is indeed true.
<Cross cousin> relationship originates from the relationship in <senior genera-
tion> as in Figure 4. In this case, the relation among <grandparents>, who are
opposite-sex-'uo', determines the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position of ego and the altec
namely, ego's <grandmother's younger brother's grandchild> is classified as
ego's 'gyibaxo'.
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When the <cross cousin> relationship in ego's generation cannot be traced
back to a definite <senior> generation, they do not distinguish 'ciaxo' from
'gyibaxo', and just say that "X and Yare 'uo'."
Figures 1, 2 and 4 are abstract models, because they are illustrated without
taking into account the existence of shifts which are given rise to by
<marriages>. Actually, only the baby of a couple who are both classified as
'=t=goa?o' for both ego and ego's <spouse> is considered ego's <child>.
Restriction on Sexual Behavior among People of 'uo' Relation
Tanaka (1980) pointed out that <marriage> between <siblings> and <parallel
cousins> who are classified as 'uo' is seen as <incest>, and I have demonstrated
above that a much wider range of people are labeled 'uo' for ego than has been
thought. Here I argue that this definition of <incest> is applied to such a wide
range of 'uo' people.
The two kinds of rules which operate in deciding the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position
mentioned above and such distinct verbal expressions as follows do exemplify
that the IGui distinguish various 'uo' relationship. When 'uo' relationship is
based on common <parents>, IGui say that "they are 'I?ao-sika uo' ('uo' by
blood)" or "they are '?aba-ku-sika uo' ('uo' by giving birth to)." When 'uo' rela-
tionship is based on the <senior generation>'s relationship, "they are '11?aba-sika
uo' ('uo' by tendon)." Neither are behaviors observed among 'uo' people
uniform. 'I?ao-sika uo' people neither <marry> nor have any sexual relationships.
However, '11?aba-sika uo' people whose relationship originates from that of a
senior generation may not clearly realize the boundary of the 'uo' relationship.
In this case people actually <marry>.
The most curious point about the 'uo' category and <incest> is that in such
cases where 'uo' relation of a couple who want to <marry> each other is vaguely
suspected, the couple falls back on another interpretation that they are ':fgoa?o'.
Since 'uo' people cannot <marry> or become sexually involved without such an
convenient interpretation, I have concluded that having any sexual relationship
among 'uo' people is prohibited in principle.
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'=t=goa1o'
Why has the term for <cross cousin> in IQui been so confusive? The word,
"=t=goa?o', has been introduced by Silberbauer and Tanaka as follows;
!dowao: people outside ... kinship sphere ... of the same age group (Tanaka,
1980: 104)
g=t=wa'u: sister-in-law, potential wife (for male ego) (Silberbauer, 1981: 144)
I first came across ":fgoa?o' as a term designating <cross cousin>, and later
found that IQui people started to regard me, an outsider, as ":fgoa?o'. I inter-
preted this to be a forced analogy to express close friendship.
A clue to reconsidering the signification of ':fgoa?o' was provided to me during
a conversation with a IQui informant, NS.
example 1)
Ono: "Japanese people <marry> their ':fgoa?o' (intended to mean <cross
cousins» when they want to, but it is rare.
NS: (being embarrassed) "Then whom on earth do they <marry>? Do they
<marry> 'uo'?"
The conversation above suggests that people are divided into 'uo' and
'=t=goa?o', at least among the same generation are concerned, where 'uo' cannot
<marry> each other but ':fgoa?o' can.
Taking account of the fact that IQui people do not always <marry> their
<cross cousins> (they often <marry> sheer strangers) ":fgoa?o" does not always
mean <cross cousin>. Another conversation between NS and I:
example 2)
NS: "When we see a stranger, we wonder if he may kill people or not. We
approach him and ask, 'Where are you from?' Then, when he answers, we
think, 'Yes, people live there. This person does not kill people, he is the same
human being as we.' Then we accept him, and when he is as old as I, he is my
'=t=goa?o.' When he is as old as my <parents>, he is my 'ciallku'. When he is as
old as my <children>, he is my 'linoori'. After this acceptance, when my
'=t=goa?o' has a 'Ikoa' «child», I also will regard this 'Ikoa' as my 'Ikoa'."
This conversation shows <non-kinsmen> may become not only ':fgoa?o' but
also 'ciallku' and 'ilnoori' for ego. Furthermore, the same is true of 'IIk06Ikoa',
'uo' and 'Ikoa' categories, which can be extended by way of 'ciallku', ':fgoa?o'
and 'llnoori' categories as was discussed above: for example, ego's <parent's
':fgoa7o"s children> are classified as 'uo' for ego. Thus, IGui terminology system
classifies people, including <non-kinsmen> and outsiders, into some distinct
<kin> category, in so far as ego can specify an adequate label for each of them.
When a term is used to mean both "kin" and "non-kin," it is possible to
interpret that this kin term is also used for some non-kin. The interpreter then
must explain the reason for the polysemy or metaphor. I do not adopt that
interpretation and call IQui terminology system "relationship terminology"
rather than "kinship terminology."
Thus, ':fgoa?o' category covers such relationships as "sister-in-law," "potential
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wife," "close acquaintance" and "<cross cousin>," investigated by researchers. I
have concluded that ':fgoa?o' is a label for people of the same generation with
<marriageability>, in opposition to 'uo' category. <Marriageability> or, more
generally, appropriateness in having sexual ties is the criterion in IGui relation-
ship terminology.
WHAT DIFFERENTIATES SAME-SEX 'DO' FROM '9=goa?o' FOR EGO
In the previous section I have concluded that 'uo' and ':fgoa?o' categories are
distinctive as to <incest> or <marriageability>, irrespective of the point whether
the person is ego's <consanguineous kin> or not. In this section I shall describe
what kind of sexual inhibitions are observed among same-sex 'uo' people.
Talking about sexual matters or exchanging obscene insults among 'uo' people
is not allowed regardless of the participants' sex, while such behavior is allowed
and accepted as just joking among ':fgoa?o' people. This is a clear contrast.
Another clear contrast is seen in the way 'zaa' relations are held between two
<married> couples.
Tanaka (1989: 162) has pointed out that the significance of the 'zaa' relation-
ship lies "in the uniting of two or more married families through sexual relation-
ship" and in avoiding "'the formation of miscellaneous groups of men and women
practicing random marriage." In addition, it is said that two IGui couples can
practice <mate-swapping> or <spouse exchange> (Tanaka, 1978b, 1989;
Sugawara, 1991, 1993), and that a continuous and steady <mate-swapping> is
regarded as an "ideal" relationship (Sugawara, 1991, 1993).
The crucial difference that is observed between an ordinary 'zaa' relation and

















zaa between opposite sexes
zaa between same sex
impossible
Figure 5. Patterns of Partnership
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'zaa' relation involves a linear chain of relations. On the other hand, <mate-
swapping> in IQui involves two <married> couples and forms a "closed circle" of
relations like (b).
Furthermore, the closed circle relationship in (b) unites two <married>
couples through not only the relation of opposite-sexes as in Tanaka (1989), but
also through the same-sex members; that is, all four members are connected as a
whole and call each other 'zaa', although there is no sexual relations among
same-sex people.
However, this closed circle of relations has one restriction: this relationship
can be realized only when all four participants are '::fgoa?o' to each other.
This is indicative of the classification of 'Ikoa' which I mentioned in previous
chapter: the <child> of a couple who are '::fgoa?o' to both ego and ego's
<spouse> is classified as 'I koa'.
This means, regardless of sex, 'uo' relationship renders it impossible for a
closed circle of relations to develop. Sharing sexual partners among 'uo' people is
not allowed, and thus 'uo' people cannot add 'zaa' relations to their connections.
This "mate-swapping" relationship has a peculiar feature in deciding the
'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' positions of the <children> of these two couples, not found in
any other types of <extra-marital> relationships as in (a). As I mentioned before,
the rules that are applied to decide the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' positions among
<children> are summarized as follows: When <mother> is shared, the order of
'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' is decided by the order of birth of the individuals. Otherwise,
the order is decided by the relative ages of the ego's <parent> and the alter's
when they are 'uo', or by the order of the <parents'> sexual relations.
However, in the case of <mate-swapping> of two <married> couples as (b) in
Figure 5, the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' positions of the <children> of the involved two
women is determined by the birth order itself, as if they were borne by the same
<mother>.
With the above, the sexual relationship among IQui that has been reported as
<mate-swapping> can be interpreted as a <marriage complex> or <composite
marriage> or at least <combined marriages> or <connected marriages>,
although the distinction of <spouse> from 'zaa' remains. They usually live only
with the <spouse>, and men visit their 'zaa'.
Among same-sex 'uo', sexual joking and the peculiar closed circle of sexual
relations are not allowed. In contrast, both of these behaviors are allowed or
expected among '::fgoa?o' people. Therefore, 'uo' category is pertinent to restric-
tions on sexual behavior, while '=Fgoa?o' category is not. This symmetrical system
is illustrated in Table 4.










WHAT DIFFERENTIATES PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT GENERATIONS
People of different generations to ego are also classified into two categories~
as to whether they can engage in sexual behavior or joking with ego. As we have
seen ~ within a generation all the people are classified into 'uo' and ':fgoa70'.
Then, how is the opposition of 'uo'/':fgoa70' in a generation re-categorized when
it is seen from the different generation?
Senior Generation: 'Ilkoolkoa' and 'ciallku'
The '1Ik06Ikoa' category involves '1Ik06"s same-sex 'gyibaxo' and 'lIkoo"s
':fgoa?o' «ego's parents' (potential) sexual partner of same generation».
Because '1Ikoo"s same-sex 'gyibaxo~ can be a <stepparent> by <levirate/
sororate>, the possibility of becoming '1Ikoo"s <spouse> is common among
them. Namely, the 'lIk06Ikoa' category indicates the sphere of potential
<parents> for ego. At the same time, ego must refrain from sexual joking or
having sexual relationships with people who belong to the 'Ilkoolkoa' category
(as with ego's <parents», even if he has no close <consanguineous> relations
with them.
'ciallku' is a category which is impertinent to restrictions on sexual behavior.
This category covers all people two generations above ego. Among adjacent
generations, ego's <parent's different sex 'uo'> and ego's <parent's same-
sex 'ciaxo'> are labeled as 'ciallku', and they are the people with whom ego's
<parents> never <marry>. When a 'ciallku~ talk about sexual or obscene matters
to ego, ego may enjoy such talk as just joking.6
Junior Generation: 'Ikoa' and 'linoori'
'Ikoa' and 'ilnoori' are categories which have relational oppositions with 'lIk06
(Ikoa) and 'ciallku'. The 'Ikoa' category covers ego's <children>, ego's same-sex
'ciaxo"s <children>, and ego's ':fgoa?o"s <children>. In other words, this is a
category for ego's own <children> and ego's potential <spouses' or 'zaa's'
children>. Sexual behavior with people who are categorized as ego's 'Ikoa' are
not allowed as with ego's own <children>.
The 'ilnoori' category covers ego's opposite-sex 'uo"s <children>, ego's same-
sex 'gyibaxo"s <children>, and all the people two generations <younger> than
ego. Ego can freely exchange sexual jokes with 'ilnoori'. 'ilnoori' category
indicates the sphere of people with whose <parents> ego or ego's <spouse> can
have sexual relations.
All IGui relationship categories are shown systematically in Table 5.




senior IIko6 (Ikoa) ciallku
same uo =t=goa?o
junior Ikoa IInoori
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Figure 6 is a model of IGui's classification of people, which is represented by
using the "sphere" standing for a universe which consists of the people with
whom ego can recognize the nature of relationship: There are people outside the
sphere whom ego cannot identify or classify by means of the relationship termi-
nology because of the lack of any "relation" with them. That means ego has not
become acquainted with or has not accepted them. However, once IGui accept a
stranger, IGui can incorporate them inside the ~'sphere" by way of 'ciallku',
'=t=goa?o' and 'ilnoori' categories.
For IGui, all people are divided generationally, namely senior, same and junior
generations, and into two categories as to the restriction on sexual behavior with
ego. In the same generation, people are divided into 'uo' and '=t=goa?o'. In the
senior generation, people of more than one generation above are all 'ciallku',
and the people of one generation above are divided into 'ciallku' and '11ko6
(Ikoa)'. There are only a male-female pair as <parents>, '1Iko6-khora', and
'lIko6Ikoa' are potential sexual partners for ego's 'lIk06-khora'. Just as in the
senior generation, for the junior generation, the people of more than one genera-
tion younger are all 'ilnoori', and the people of one generation younger are
divided into 'linoori' and 'Ikoa'. Ego must refrain from having sex with people
who are classified into the dotted area in Figure 6. (Three small black balls stand
for 'lIko6-khora' and ego.)
ciallku









I have demonstrated that IGui relationship terminology functions to classify
the ego's contemporaries not rather than to relate the ego with the ancestral
people through genealogy. As distinctive features which differentiate IOui's
sextet of relationship categories, I have elicited "generation" and "the appropri-
ateness for sexual behavior", because sexual partnerships are among the vari-
ables that decide the nature of relationships of the people in next generations.
This paper does not aim to provide answer to the questions of as what differ-
entiates sexual partnership 'seeku' from 'zaaku'; how <spouse's parents and
siblings> are re-categorized as <affine>; and what shift occurs in intergenera-
tional <marriage>. I would like to deal with these problems in the near future.
Instead this study concentrates on describing the abstract models which show
how sexual partnerships in senior generations determine the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo'
position of <children>: I would like to argue that <step-relations> and <half blood
relations> resulting from multiple sexual relations playa considerable role in
the models.
It is possible to point out that the IGui relationship terminology categorizes
<parents' potential spouses> as "classificatory <parents>"; <parents' potential
spouses' children> as ego's "classificatory <siblings>"; and ego's potential
<spouses' children> as "classificatory <children>"; and that ego is forbidden
from engaging in sexual behavior, even sexual joking, with these people. In other
words, IOui relationship terminology works as a device to prevent sexual rela-
tions from being created among the people whose relationship originated from a
sexual bond of a man and a woman (we call these people "a family") and who
belong to the adjacent generation to the original couple. For example, a <father>
and his <son>, or even his potential <step-son>, cannot have a common sexual
partner, or a <son> cannot <marry> his <father's potential wife's child>. Such a
wide range of 'uo' may seem to make the sphere where ego find his lovers and
<spouses> narrower, but I view that this is the system that enable IGui to prac-
tice multiple sexual relationships without causing conflict concerning breaking
<incest taboo> between adjacent generations. In our society, step-siblings are
also legally prohibited from marrying each other. But such a prohibition is
invoked only after the parents marry. In IGui, the striking difference is that
people whose <parents> can have sexual partnership with ego's <parents> are
categorized as 'uo' beforehand, regardless of whether their <parents> actually
have sexual relations or not.
In reality, IGui people not always grasp the nature of ancestral sexual partner-
ship that the nature of their present relationship with people are based on. In
addition, as connection with people gets vaguer, it gets harder to decipher the
nature of relationship between ego and alter in relation to that of <ancestors>.
We must also consider the fact that not only <marriage> but also 'zaa'
relations are memorized by people. 'zaa' relations of people are rather openly
accepted and not hidden (Sugawara 1991, 1993). 'zaa' may even start with a prior
permission from the <spouse>. 'zaa' couples can try to keep their relationship
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secreC but IGui people are expected to confess their sexual relationship to their
own <children>, so, people's sexual relations are known at least to <children>.
Thus, 'zaa' relations of <parents> create or confirm 'uo' relationship of
<children>.
Therefore, if ego does not recognize any relationship with another, that means
that no sexual relation existed between ego and alter's <parents>, and the ego
and the alter can behave sexually free, namely as ':fgoa?o'.
In this paper I refrained from using such terms as "avoidance/joking relation-
ships," although my conception of the "sexual behavior restriction" in this paper
corresponds to them. The serious disagreement between the interpretations of
IGui relationship terminology in the literature and mine is this: The relationship
among the same-sex <siblings> and ego has been regarded as "joking," yet I
propose it as the relationship in which sexual behaviors such as making sexual
jokes and having a closed circle of sexual relations are forbidden.
The problem of a number of anthropological investigations has been to use
kinship terminology in western concept, such as "consanguineous kin," "first
affine," and "second affine," as parameters for analyzing IGui people's behavior,
and that "avoidance/joking relationships" have also been discussed without
definition of each kin term. Thus, this work serves as a precursor to reconsider
"avoidance/joking relationships" among IGui people from their ethnosemantic
point of view.
I would like to emphasize 'zaa' as a socially recognized behavior, and the
'zaa'-combined <marriages> have its place in IGui society as an "latent form,"
because there is a definite marked rule deciding 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position of the
<children> who have 'zaa' <parents> of this relation. The restriction on women's
as to whether a woman can have a <husband> and lor a 'zaa' may reflect this
"latent form." Although <polygyny> is allowed, - men either has one or two
wives (Tanaka 1989) - having more than one 'zaa' at a time is regarded as a
"immoral" behavior. Not only <spouse> but also 'zaa' are exclusive sexual part-
ners. An <extra-marital> sexual relationship may hurt a partner, but it is not
vilified socially as a mean affair because there is no violation of rule as long as it
is practiced among ':fgoa?o', and as long as 'zaa' relations are not exchanged at
excessively short intervals.
Quite consistently, <children> suffer no discrimination as to their <status> in
birth at all, such as <stepchild>, <love child>, <child of unwed mother>, or
<child of divorced wife/husband>. Such difference never affect the category of
<children>. However fiercely people roil at a partner's secret love affair, it never
does spill over to the <children> who are borne by the affair, and all children are
equally guaranteed to build relations with people around them. In this sense,
IGui are the very "egalitarian".
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1 The abbreviations are as follows. F: father, M: mother, B: brother, Z: sister P: parent
C: child
All terms are used for male ego.
2 When she has both a <husband> and a 'zaa' and the 'zaa' is regarded as the <genitor>
of the baby, I do not know whether the <pater> and <husband> is not regarded as
<genitor>, due to my lack of data on IGui's ethnoscience of reproduction.
3 '-Ikoa' in its prinlary function is a diminutive which adds the meaning "small" to nouns
in compounds as a second element.
?aba-Ikoa puppy
dog-small
Iinoori-ikoa 'ilnoori' who is young
4 'uo' is also used to ask about general human relationships:
"What kind of relationship do A and B have between each other?"
How is A related to B?
maachana A-bi B-ma uro-ha?
How A-sg.m.nom. B-sg.m.acc. relate-be (state)
5 After a man <marries> a woman, he is not allowed to <marry> her <junior sister>, but
he can 'zaa' his <wife's junior sister>, although it is likely to make the <marriage> fall
into a critical situation. In this case, in order to determine the 'ciaxo'/'gyibaxo' position
among <children>, the women's side as <siblings> takes priority.
6 <Marriage> between 'ciallku' and 'linoori' actually take place, but I do not have enough
data to analyze such <marriage> at present.
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